DCI, Inc. is proud to announce the **DCI Upward Spray Cleaning System**.

The new system, with primary and secondary internal vent lines, performs all CIP (Clean-in-Place) operations without requiring access to the top of the tank. To the customer, this means a cost savings, as the additional purchase of external ladders, walkways, and cages is eliminated.

An added savings benefit of the internal lines is the elimination of insulation and heat tape for the lines; lines are internal and therefore are always the same temperature as the tank.

Other advantages to the new Upward Spray system are a more compact design as well as ease of use. Due to the internal lines, alcove size is made shallower, allowing customer space savings in their facility. The system remains in the tank—no removal is required between CIP cycles.

The design is currently available in sizes ranging up to 40,000 gallon silo tanks; additional sizes are available upon review of customer specifications. The Upward Spray system is USDA accepted for use in 3-A silos tanks.

While DCI still offers its traditional CIP design, we are pleased to add yet another option to our line of quality products.